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Abstract 
 
Determining heat transfer through structural components is important in applications 
with high generation of heat such as aircrafts. Elevation of temperatures through heat 
transfer may have effect on mechanics of materials and function of important 
components in the aircraft. Theoretically determining the heat transfer becomes 
difficult due to the many physical parameters influencing the thermal contact 
conductance TCC. For this reason values of TCC used for heat transfer is often 
uncertain and not validated for the specific conditions. 

To analyse the thermal contact conductance in application relevant to SAAB AB an 
experimental setup was built and measurements were performed. Several series of 
measurements with variation of interesting parameters like temperature, contact 
pressure and material configurations were analysed. 

The empirical results were compared to existing theories of thermal contact 
conductance to indicate the validity of the results.  
The results of this thesis will help the use of more accurate values of TCC when 
calculating heat transfer and indicate tendencies when varying parameters in the 
contact.        
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Nomenclature 
 
𝑨 Area  [𝑚$] 

𝑨𝒓  Real contact area [𝑚$] 

𝑨𝒏 Nominal contact area [𝑚$] 

𝒄 Specific heat [𝑊/𝑚𝐾] 

𝒆 Estimated Error [−] 

𝑬 Modulus of elasticity [𝑃𝑎] 

𝑬′ Effective modulus of elasticity [𝑃𝑎] 

𝑫 Mean diameter (contacting interface) [𝑚] 

𝒅 Bolt diameter [𝑚] 

𝒅𝒎 Mean diameter ( bolt threads) [𝑚] 

𝒅𝒔 Diameter, bolt head in contact [𝑚] 

𝑭 Force [𝑁] 

𝑭𝒂𝒙 Axial force (bolted joint) [𝑁] 

𝑭𝑫 Flatness deviation [𝑚] 

𝑯 Surface microhardness [𝑃𝑎] 

𝑯𝒗 Vickers microhardness [𝑃𝑎] 

𝒉 Height  [𝑚] 

𝒉𝒄 Thermal contact conductance (TCC) [𝑊/𝑚$𝐾] 

𝒉𝒆 TCC elastic theory [𝑊/𝑚$𝐾] 

𝒉𝒑 TCC plastic theory [𝑊/𝑚$𝐾] 

𝒌 Thermal conductivity [𝑊/𝑚𝐾] 

𝒌𝒈 Thermal conductivity of gap [𝑊/𝑚𝐾] 

𝒌𝒔 Effective thermal conductivity [𝑊/𝑚𝐾] 

𝒍 Length [𝑚] 

𝒎 Asperity slope angle [−] 

𝒎𝒔 

𝒎𝒕 

𝒑 

𝑸 

𝒒 

𝒒𝒙 

𝑹 

𝑹𝒂 

 

Effective asperity slope angle 

Mass of test specimen 

Pressure 

Heat transfer rate  

Heat flux 

Heat transfer per unit area in x direction 

Thermal resistance  

Arithmetical mean deviation of surface roughness 

[−]	

[𝑘𝑔]	

[𝑃𝑎]	

[𝑊]	

[𝑊/𝑚$]	

[𝑊/𝑚$]	

[𝑚$𝐾/𝑊]	

[𝑚]	
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𝑻 

𝒅𝑻 

Temperature 

Temperature gradient 

𝐾  

[𝐾]	

∆𝑻 Temperature difference over contact [𝐾] 

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒇 Temperature of reference thermocouple [𝐾] 

𝑻𝑩𝑿𝑻𝑿 Temperature of specific thermocouple [𝐾] 

∆𝑻𝒄𝒂𝒍.𝑩𝑿𝑻𝑿 Calibrating temperature for specific thermocouple  [𝐾] 

𝒖(𝒉𝒄) Relative Uncertainty for TCC [−] 

𝒚 Distance between set plan at an initial depth from surface peaks [𝑚] 

𝒛 Axial distance [𝑚] 

𝜶 Linear expansion coefficient  [1/𝐾] 

𝜶𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗 Convective heat transfer coefficient [𝑊/𝑚$𝐾]	

𝜹 Gap thickness  [𝑚] 

𝝐 Emissivity [−] 

𝝁𝒔   Coefficient of friction, bolt head contact  [−] 

𝝁𝒕 Coefficient of friction, threads [−] 

𝝂 Poisson’s ratio [−] 

𝝈 Surface roughness  [𝑚] 

𝝈𝒔 Effective surface roughness [𝑚] 

𝝉𝒃 Bolt torque [𝑁𝑚] 

𝜷 Radius of asperities  [𝑚] 
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1 Introduction 
In this section the background and objective of the master thesis are presented. The 
delimitations define the scope of work and the resources at hand to reach the goals and 
objectives, these are also presented below. 

1.1 Background 
The aerospace industry has seen great growth in economy as well as the development in state 
of the art technology over the last decades. With the climate situation in the world and 
competition in the marketplace, requirements will likely become higher for efficiency and 
performance. Engineering more efficient aircrafts with greater performance puts demands on 
lighter weight, more compact and aerodynamically efficient design. These demands become 
even more difficult to realize with increasing development in creating smarter and more 
advanced aircrafts, this means that more systems and technologies will have to be 
implemented into the design of the aircraft. This results in a higher density of components 
which subsequently requires improvements in heat management. 
In combat aircrafts space is limited, climate conditions can be both harsh and of great variety 
with systems working at peak performance at extended periods of time, this puts performance 
and reliability at an utmost importance. It is therefore important to be able to assess how heat 
is transferred, mainly by conduction, throughout components and structures in contact in 
order to determine that temperatures maintain acceptable levels during operation. 
However solving these problems might seem straightforward at first, but when studying the 
interface of two components in contact at microscopic levels it is clear that there are variables 
that need to be considered. Due to the roughness and deviation in flatness of the surfaces 
asperities the actual points of contact results in a much reduced contact area. This leaves 
cavities of air or other materials with differing conduction properties than the main material.  
This phenomenon reduces the interfaces thermal contact conductance and needs to be 
considered.  

1.2 Objective 
During this work the aim is to increase the knowledge of thermal contact conduction and to 
determine thermal contact conduction at conditions relevant to SAAB AB and its products. 
Subsequently the results can be used to increase confidence and accuracy when performing 
analysis of heat transfer in more complex models. 

The thesis will be approached consequently: 
1. Study and evaluate theory and empirical studies available in the literature of thermal 

contact conductance. 
2. Design and set up an experimental rig to perform tests of heat transfer during the 

relevant conditions varying parameters and evaluate and process data. 
3. Compare results to existing theoretical data and draw conclusions. 
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1.3 Delimitations 
To define the scope of this master thesis some delimitations have to be determined. 
These delimitations are as follows: 

• Empirical test will only be performed on joint materials and interstitial materials 
relevant to aircraft applications at SAAB AB.  
 

• Influencing parameters and methods used to produce the experimental objects are 
replicated to match the standards in production to the highest degree.   
 

• Experimental tests and measurements are performed on a rig of the bolted joint type, 
where the contact pressure can be changed by increasing and decreasing torque in the 
bolts. 
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2 Theory 
 

2.1 Heat Transfer 
The mechanism of heat transfer is energy in transfer between fluids, bodies or within a body. 
The cause of this energy transfer is the difference in temperature resulting in heat transferring 
from the high temperature region to the low temperature region seeking energy equilibrium.  
The three basic modes of heat transfer are conduction, radiation and convection, these are 
explained further below [1, 2, 3]. 

2.1.1 Conduction 
Conduction is the mode of heat transfer when energy is transferred from either a part with 
higher temperature to a part in physical contact with lower temperature, or from a high 
temperature region to low temperature region within the same part. 

Fourier’s law is the relation that describes the thermal conduction in one dimension, se 
equation (1) below for its one dimensional form, Joseph Fourier concluded that the heat 
transfer rate per unit area is proportional to the temperature gradient in 1822. 

 𝑞_`ab = −𝑘
∆𝑇e
∆𝑥

 
 

(1) 

𝑞_`ab is the heat transfer rate per unit area, ∆𝑇e ∆𝑥 is the temperature gradient and 𝑘 is the 
material specific constant for thermal conductivity. 

2.1.2 Convection 
Heat transfer due to convection, see equation (2), is transfer of heat due to motion of fluid 
particules and can be divided into two different mechanisms, natural convection and forced 
convection. It appears as the heat transfer from or to a bounding surface to or from a fluid in 
motion or the heat transfer through the interior flow plane of a flowing fluid. If either the fluid 
or surface is induced by motion for example a fan blowing hot air on a surface or a meteorite 
falling through the atmosphere the mechanism is referred to as forced convection.  

Natural convection occurs as fluid motion is generated purely by density differences in the 
fluid caused by the temperature gradient at the perimeter of the heat source. For example in 
the case of ambient air in room temperature surrounding a hot surface the air nearest the 
surface heats up and expands becoming less dense and starts to rise, hence letting room 
tempered air move up against the surface repeating the process and setting the fluid in this 
case the air in further motion. 𝛼_`ah is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴 is the heat 
transfer area of the surface, 𝑇j is the temperature at the surface and 𝑇k is the temperature 
outside the thermal boundary layer of the fluid. See Figure 2.1.1. 

 𝑞_`ah = 𝛼_`ah(𝑇j − 𝑇k) (2) 
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Figure 2.1.1 Convection boundary layer 
 

2.1.3 Radiation  
Radiation is a form of heat transfer where the net energy is transferred by electromagnetic 
waves emitted by the body of higher relative temperature to the other body. In contrast to the 
two other modes of heat transfer radiation doesn’t require a medium to pass through, thus 
enabling heat transfer by radiation to occur in vacuum. In equation (3) below the heat transfer 
rate per unit area by radiation is a relation of 𝜀 the emissivity, 𝜎 = 5.669 ∙ 10st	𝑊/(𝑚$ ∙ 𝐾u) 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and 𝑇v, 𝑇$ the temperature in the interfaces, 𝑇$ is the temperature 
of the radiating surface and 𝑇v is the temperature of the absorbing surface.  

 𝑞xyb = 𝜀𝜎(𝑇$u − 𝑇vu) 
 

(3) 

In the cases studied in this master thesis radiation is assumed to have very low influence on 
the heat transfer. Generally the influence of radiation is neglected at joint temperatures of 
around 300˚C or below, unless temperature differences over the joint interfaces are large [1]. 
This causes the contact resistance to have an impact on the radiation, as the contact resistance 
is more significant the temperature difference will result in more radiation.  
 

2.2 Thermal Contact Conductance 
When observing two joint surfaces of the same or different material and applying pressure to 
the contact interface it is easy to believe that surfaces are in actual contact throughout the 
entire surface interfaces. Observing a bolted joint with the human eye does not in fact tell the 
whole story. 
When two joint surfaces are pressed against each other the real contact area is dependent on 
the topology of the surfaces as well as some material specific parameters. The topology of the 
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surface is in most cases described on a microscopic level by measuring roughness and the 
deviation in flatness on a macroscopic level.  

 

Figure 2.2.2 Surface contact on microscopic level with heat transfer lines [5] 
 

The real area of contact 𝐴x is the result of asperities contacting and forming so called asperity 
summits, se figure above, these contact points are few even at relatively high contact 
pressures. Generally in metallic joints the real area of contact only make up a few percent of 
the nominal area of contact 𝐴a, this causes heat to have less contact area to transfer through 
which furthermore leads to a “thermal contact resistance” manifesting in an abrupt drop in 
temperature over the contact interface.       

 

Figure 2.2.3 Temperature drop at contact interface [5] 
 
In equation (4) below the definition of thermal conductance is described, 

 ℎ_ =
𝑞
∆𝑇
	 (4) 

combined with equation (1) from section 2.1.1 the following relation is given, se equation (5) 
below, ∆𝑇e ∆𝑥 is the average temperature gradient between thermocouple T3 and T4 in the 
lower block, see Figure 3.2.2. 
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 ℎ_ = 𝑘
∆𝑇e
∆𝑥

/∆𝑇 (5) 

The thermal resistance has the following relation, se equation (6) below. 

 𝑅 = ∆|

}
∆~�
∆�

= 	 v
��

  (6) 

2.2.1 Dependent Parameters 
In this section the parameters with influence on thermal contact conductance relevant to 
aircraft application at SAAB AB will be discussed. Parameters like pressure and temperature 
are variables that are externally defined through input to the experimental rig. The remaining 
parameters are material specific or the result of the manufacturing process at SAAB AB and 
can not be adjusted [4, 5].  

 
Pressure 𝑝  
The contact pressure has been shown to have significant effect on thermal conductance, 
Greenwood and Williamson found that as the load is increased the real contact area increases 
proportionally, as shown in equation (7).  
 

 
𝐴x
𝐴a

=
𝐹 𝐻
𝐹 𝑝

=
𝑝
𝐻

 (7) 

 
𝐻 is the Brinell hardness, 𝐹 is the applied load, 𝑝 is the average contact pressure and 𝐴x, 𝐴a 
are the real and nominal contact area. 
Not only is this the result of existing contact points growing in contact area but furthermore 
the result of the gap thickness decreasing and therefore causing less pronounced asperities to 
come into contact. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.4 below, 𝑝 is the contact pressure, 𝐴x is the 
real contact area, 𝑛 is the number of asperities in contact and 𝑦 is the distance between set 
planes within the structure of the upper and lower specimens [6]. 
 

 

Figure 2.2.4 The effect of different contact pressures 
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Temperature 𝑇�  
The temperature affects the thermal and mechanical properties of the materials in contact. 
 
Interstitial medium 
An interstitial material medium is normally a fluid or material located between the surfaces in 
contact, for example air, silicon or other materials with different thermal characteristics. 
Commonly these materials are used for the purpose of either increasing or decreasing the 
thermal conductance across the joint depending on the needs. For example if a component is 
generating high amounts of heat an insulating material can be applied to reduce the heat 
transfer to more sensitive components. However in this thesis the interstitial materials have 
the function of sealing as well as preventing corrosion.  
 
Thermal conductivity of the materials in contact  
When different materials or interstitial material, used for purposes such as increasing or 
decreasing thermal conductance or more dynamic applications like damping vibrations or 
sealing, an effective contact conductance 𝑘� is calculated. In equation (8) and Figure 2.2.5 𝑘�, 
the effective thermal conductivity, is described. 
 

 𝑘� =
2𝑘v𝑘$
𝑘v + 𝑘$

 (8) 

 

Figur 2.2.5 Different materials in contact 

  
Surface roughness 𝑅y , Flatness deviation 𝐹𝐷  & Asperity slope 𝑚  
The surface topology governs how conformal the two surfaces are and therefore effects the 
real area of contact and gap distance, hence also the thermal contact conductance. The 
effective surface roughness and asperity slope is described by the relations below, equation 
(12) and (13) and Figure 2.3.1. 
 
 
Gap thickness 𝛿  
The average distance between the surfaces in contact, the gap thickness is influenced by the 
contact pressure, surface topology and material parameters like hardness and elasticity. 
 
Hardness 𝐻_  
The hardness of the two materials have an important impact on the real area of contact, as 
contact pressure increases the asperities in contact will deform. With asperities deforming and 
less pronounced asperities coming in contact the real area of contact will increase, as well as 
decreasing the gap distance.  
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Yield strength 𝑆�  and Modulus of elasticity 𝐸  
The yield strength and modulus of elasticity fundamentally have the same effect as the 
hardness described above, a material with lower yield strength and elasticity modulus will 
deform more both elastically and plastically when pressed against a stiffer material with 
higher yield strength, therefore real contact area increases and gap distance decreases. 
 
Thermal expansion 𝛼 	 
Increasing the temperature may cause the material to expand depending on its thermal 
expansion coefficient, with mechanical constraints like bolted joints and similar acting on the 
material the expansion leads to increase in contact pressure and overall strain on the material. 

2.3 Models and Theory for Thermal Contact Conductance  
In this section relations and models established for calculating thermal contact conductance is 
presented, these are models established through analytical and empirical studies conducted by 
scientists, and have been further developed and improved over decades to become more 
precise and accommodate even more applications with differing parameters and influencing 
factors.  
 

2.3.1 Surface Topology 
In the science of surface topology you often find parameters as the surface roughness, 𝜎 and 
the asperity slope, 𝑚 to be important when deriving theoretical models for calculating thermal 
contact conductance.  

 

Figure 2.3.1 Surface roughness and Asperity slope 
 

A method for representing surface roughness is 𝑅y, the arithmetical mean deviation, also 
called CLA “Centre Line Average” is the most commonly used method, and is defined by the 
equation (9) below, [6] 

 𝑅y = 𝐶𝐿𝐴 =
1
𝑙

𝑧(𝑥) 	𝑑𝑥
���

���

 (9) 
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There are more than a couple of standards available for specifying the roughness of a surface, 
standard deviation of the distribution of roughness height in relation to the mean line called 
RMS-roughness is explained in equation (10) below, 

 𝜎 = 𝑅𝑀𝑆 =
1
𝑙

𝑧 𝑥 $	𝑑𝑥
���

���

 (10) 

were 𝑙 is the sampled length and 𝑧 𝑥  is the height of the rough summit relative to the mean 
line at position 𝑥 . If the height of the roughness is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution 
the following relation is true, see equation (11). 

 𝜎 =
𝜋
2
𝑅y ≈ 1.25𝑅y (11) 

 

 𝜎� = 𝜎v$ + 𝜎$$ (12) 

 

 
𝑚� = 𝑚v

$ + 𝑚$
$ 

 
(13) 

The asperity slope or slope angle, 𝑚, is not connected only to the surface roughness but rather 
more the result of type of manufacturing methods or surface. To examine the asperity slope 
special instruments is often used, these instruments have not been at disposal during this 
work. 

2.3.2 Elastic Models 
 
This section will highlight some theoretically and empirically derived models for assessing 
the thermal contact conductance over a contact exposed to elastic deformation. 

In section 2.2.1 the relation between load and real contact area is introduced, the relation 𝐴x ∝
𝑝 has been shown to be depending in the form of deformation occurring when forcing the two 
surfaces against each other. When two surfaces are enforced by a load the asperities in contact 
are deformed, either elastically or both elastically and plastically. During purely elastic 
deformation new asperities will not come into contact, but if the strain in the asperities is great 
enough plastic deformation will occur and new asperities will contact, hence 𝐴x ∝ 𝑝 is valid. 
Archard explained the elastic relation to be  𝐴x ∝ 𝑝

�
� [7]. 

Greenwood and Williamson (1966) concluded that the “plasticity index”, equation (14), 
indicates the mode of deformation occurring in the contact.  

 
𝐸 

𝐻
𝜎
𝛽

v
$
 

 

(14) 

The plasticity index is a parameter for the generalized surface texture, if the elasticity index is 
low the deformation will be elastic and thereby the deformation will be plastic if the plasticity 
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index is high. 𝐸  is the ‘plane-stress modulus’ of the contacting surface with particularly more 
elastic than the other, if the materials are equally elastic 𝐸  is divided by two. 𝐻 the hardness, 
𝜈 Poisson’s ratio, 𝜎 surface roughness and 𝛽 is the radius of the asperities in other words how 
pointy or blunt the very top of the asperity is.  

 
1
𝐸′
=
1 − 𝜈v$

𝐸v
+
1 − 𝜈$$

𝐸$
 (15) 

   
In 1973 B.B. Mikic derived equation (16) for calculating thermal contact conductance in a 
contact exposed to elastic deformation, which he later published 1974.  

 ℎ£ = 1.55
𝑘�𝑚�

𝜎
𝑝 2
𝐸′𝑚�

�.¤u

 (16) 

 

2.3.3 Plastic Models 
In this section some of the theoretically and empirically derived models for assessing the 
thermal contact conductance over a contact exposed to plastic deformation will be 
highlighted. 
CMY (Cooper, Mikic and Yovanovich 1968) approximated equation (17) as the result of 
experimental results obtained from nominally flat and randomly rough surfaces in vacuum 
and assumed Gaussian distribution of surface heights. 

 ℎ¥ = 1.45
𝑘�𝑚�

𝜎
𝑝
𝐻

�.¤t§
 (17) 

CMY reported that the heat-transfer depended more crucially on the distribution of the very 
highest peak heights of the surface.  
 
Mikic (1974) later found that equation (18) approximated the relation between thermal 
contact conductance and interface pressure during plastic deformation remarkably well [8]. 
He also confirmed that the equation only differed slightly to equation (17) which he had 
suggested in previous work [9]. 

 ℎ¥ = 1.13
𝑘�𝑚�

𝜎
𝑝
𝐻

�.¤u
 (18) 

 

2.3.4 Interstitial Materials 
Interstitial materials are in most cases used to improve thermal contact conductance over 
joining interfaces. The idea is to improve the contact conductance by filling the void in 
between the contact surfaces that forms due to the distribution of the roughness causing 
asperities to contact. In Figure 2.3.2 the difference between an ideal and actual interstitial 
material is illustrated, the upper ideal interface shows contact through out the whole contact, 
but this is not possible to achieve completely. The lower actual interface is a better 
representation of implementation of thermal interface material, where the contact is 
drastically increased to improve the heat transfer through conductance. 𝑅©aª is the resistance 
through the whole interface, equation (19) is the model for calculating the actual resistance. 
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 𝑅©aª = 𝑅_`aªv + 𝑅_`ab + 𝑅_`aª$ (19) 

 

 

Figure 2.3.2 Contact interface, ideal versus actual. 
 
Over time the research conducted in the field of heat transfer and thermal contact conductance 
have focused more on subjects and sciences that were both relevant and state of the art of that 
time. When it comes to research regarding thermal contact conductance with interstitial 
materials implemented and considered most it has mostly been performed in the field of 
microelectronics and nano-technology, see Figure 2.3.3. 

 

Figure 2.3.3 Time line of thermal contact conductance research [10]. 
 

 

2.3.5 Torque and Force in Bolted Joints 
One of the influencing parameters for thermal contact conductance is the surface pressure 
acting on the joint, as discussed in section 2.2.1. To have control over the pressure during 
experimental testing and having the ability to alternate pressure during a series of test is of 
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great importance, not only to get interesting data at different contact pressure but also so be 
able to verify all the parameters for a series of data.  
Equation (20) expresses 𝜏¬, the bolt torque, as a function of 𝐹y� axial force in the bolt, 𝑑� 
mean diameter of the thread,  𝛼¬ the pitch angle and 𝐷 is the mean diameter of the contacting 
interface between the bolt head and the work piece. 

 𝜏¬ =
𝐹y� ∙ 𝑑�

2
𝑑� ∙ tan 𝜌 + 𝜑 +𝜇� ∙ 𝐷  (20) 

tan 𝜌 and tan𝜑 is calculated in equation (21, 22), 𝑃 is the pitch of the threads, 𝜇ª and 𝜇� is 
the friction coefficient for the threaded contact and the contact between bolt head and the 
work piece. 

 tan𝜑 =
𝑃

𝜋 ∙ 𝑑�
 (21) 

 

 tan 𝜌 =
𝜇ª

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼¬
 (22) 

When changing equation (20) the axial force in the bolt 𝐹y� becomes an expression of the 
torque, see equation (23) below. 

  𝐹y� =
2𝜏¬

𝑑� ∙ tan 𝜌 + 𝜑 +𝜇� ∙ 𝐷
 (23) 

 

2.3.6 Contact Pressure 
The average contact pressure, in the cases were the test specimens are joined by 4 bolts in a 
bolted joint contact, is calculated with equation (24). 𝐴 is the area of the two test specimens in 
contact.  

 𝑝 =
4𝐹y�
𝐴

=
4𝐹y�
𝑤 ∙ ℎ

 (24) 

 

2.3.7 Calculation of Relative Uncertainty 
During the measurements, many variables are experimentally measured, each variable 
measured in the experiment have an uncertainty due to limitations like instrument precision, 
human input and environmental conditions. The combination of these uncertainty results the 
overall relative uncertainty 𝑢(ℎ_) of the measurement. The variables affected by uncertainty 
in the experimental measurement is temperature gradient ∆𝑇e in the lower block, the 
temperature difference ∆𝑇 over the contact and the distance ∆𝑥 between the thermocouples 𝑇  
and 𝑇u. 

The relative uncertainty of each variable is calculated by dividing the estimated error, 𝑒, in the 
measurement by the measured value, see equation (25)   

 𝑢(∆𝑇e) =
𝑒|�
∆𝑇e

 (25) 

this is repeated for the variable ∆𝑇 and ∆𝑥 as well. 
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The uncertainty of 𝑇e and 𝑇 is also affected by the uncertainty in the type k thermocouples 
and sampling instruments as well as environmental effects from the cooling air in the climate 
chamber and heat transferring through insulation and such. This contribution to the 
uncertainty is an estimation made by observation of the measurements. 

  
For the variable 𝑥 the error is given by the resolution of the calipers used to measure the block 
as well as a estimated error of the position of the thermocouples, 𝑒� = 0,001𝑚. 

By using the relative uncertainties estimated for each variable, the relative uncertainty of the 
TCC can be calculated as seen in equation (26) below. 

  𝑢 ℎ_ = 𝑢(∆𝑇e)
$ + 𝑢(∆𝑇) $ + 𝑢(∆𝑥) $ (26) 
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3 Method 
In this section the methodology in which this thesis has been conducted is presented. The 
experimental setup is described, choice of experimental instruments, equipment and their 
specifications are supported through calculations and engineering decisions.  
Procedures and models used during the experimental process in order to reach the objective 
will be presented and evaluated. 

3.1 Experimental Setup 
As discussed in earlier sections the objective of this thesis is to state an empirical value of the 
thermal contact conductance between some relevant configuration of contact materials and 
interstitial materials of the structural components of Gripen. Apart from the joint materials 
being varied, testing the thermal contact conductance at several different predetermined 
temperatures and contact pressures to get an idea how the conductance behaves under 
different physical and thermal stresses. 
To have control over these parameters the experimental setup must be designed with this in 
mind. 
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3.1.1 Aluminium blocks and heating elements 
In Figure 3.1.1 a schematic drawing of the aluminium blocks, heating elements, hardware and 
insulation is illustrated, with number for each component described below. 

1. Heating elements   
2. Aluminium upper block (warm side)  
3. Aluminium lower block (cold side) 
4. Interstitial material  
5. Bore holes for temperature sensors 
6. Trough hole and threaded hole for bolting joint 
7. Threaded hole for fastening heating elements 

 
 

 

a) Top view 

 

b) Front view 
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c) Side view 

Figure 3.1.1 Aluminium blocks and heating elements view a-c 
 

Figure 3.1.2 illustrates “cut view” of how the setup looks when placed in the climate chamber 
during a test run. As seen only the bottom surface of the lower specimen (block) is exposed to 
the environment in the the chamber, this is to be able to have greater control over the 
temperature gradient through the lower specimen without disturbing the heating of the 
specimens and have as much of homogeneous temperature in the direction perpendicular to 
that of the desired temperature gradient.  
The isolating lid walls surounding the test rig as well as the sealing inserts wedged between 
the specimens and the isolating walls were all made out of cellular plastic. 
 

 

Figure 3.1.2 Schematic experimental setup with insulation 
 

Insulating lid

ThermocoupleInsulating
seal

Air	flow
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3.1.2 Test specimens 
The objective of the thesis was to investigate the thermal contact conductance of several 
different configurations of the contact interface and interstitial materials, while altering 
physical variables of interest, presented in section (2.2.1). The different surface treatments 
and interstitial materials of interest resulted in seven different configurations presented below. 
Smack and silicone are both used as sealants between components, for example in areas of the 
plane structure were fuel is stored. The sealing properties stop fuel from escaping in to voids 
where it is unwanted. 

The specimens used in all configurations are made of the aluminium alloy 7075-T7451 
1. Bare aluminium contact 
2. Primer (LA53 FR-primer 5417-51) 
3. Primer + Paint (LA81 FR-primer 5417-51 + Polyurethane coat 5428-15) 
4. Primer with silicone  
5. Primer with “Smack” 
6. Primer + Paint with silicone 
7. Primer + Paint with “Smack” 

 
As presented in appendix 1 and discussed in section (3.2.2) a series of tests was formulated 
with variable parameters relevent and applicable to the test specimens configurations. 
In Figure 3.1.3-3.1.5 specimen configurations 1, 2 and 3 are presented, these are the only 
configurations using bolted joints to contact the surfaces, specimen configurations 4-7 are on 
the other hand merged by the excisting interstitial materials applied between the upper and 
lower specimens. This excludes these configurations from testing with different pressures for 
example. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1.3 Bare aluminium specimen 
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Figure 3.1.4 Primer coated specimen 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1.5 Primer + paint coated specimen 

3.1.3 Insulation  
As discussed in section (3.1.1) cellular plastic was used to insulate the test rig from the 
environment in the climate chamber. 

Insulating bolts joining the test specimens together is also of importance to reduce or 
optimally eliminate heat transfer through the bolts into the lower specimen. In Figure 3.1.6 the 
solution used to insulate the bolt from transferring heat, the light brown pieces shown in the 
picture are cylindrical Bakelite (phenol-formaldehyde resin) surrounding the bolt and 
separating the bolt from the lower specimen.  
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Figure 3.1.6 Insulation of the bolts  

3.1.4 Heating element 
To be able to heat the test specimens to the desired temperature at a decent rate the heating 
elements needs to be dimensioned accordingly.  
The material of the test specimen is aluminium 7075-T7451. The specimens, both the upper 
and the lower block, have the following dimensions. 

 Length 𝑙 = 170	𝑚𝑚, width 𝑤 = 130	𝑚𝑚 and height ℎ = 25	𝑚𝑚, in the equations below 
the heat 𝑄 recuired to heat the upper block to the desired temperature is calculated and 
subsequently the power output of the heating element. 

 𝑄 = 𝑚ª ∙ 𝑐 ∙ ∆𝑇 (27) 

 𝑚ª = 𝑙 ∙ 𝑤 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝜌 (28) 

The rate of temperature change, ∆|
∆ª

, performed by the heating elements was agreed to be set to 
≥ 2℃/𝑚𝑖𝑛, to ensure adequate rise in temperature during a measurement. Using equation 
(27) and the rate of temperature increase equation (29) can be expressed. 

 𝑄 = 𝑚ª ∙ 𝑐 ∙
∆𝑇
∆𝑡

 (29) 

The heat transfer rate calculated using equation (29) was compared to the power output of the 
available heating elements in online stores, the heating element closest to the desired 
specifications were purchased.  
The heating element are wires wound resistors RND 155-200 10R F made by the company 
RND Components, the specifications of the heating elements can be seen in Table (3.1.1) 
below. 

Table 3.1.1 Specifications of heating elements 
Output 200 W 

Resistors 10 Ω 

Temp. range -25 - +250˚C 

Dim.(LxWxH ) 73x143x45 mm 
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3.1.5 Thermocouples  
The temperature sensors were type K thermocouples. Thermocouples are composed of two 
different metal alloys, the end of the NiCr cable is welded together with the NiAl cable to 
creating a junction, this produces a temperature-dependent voltage caused by thermoelectric 
effect. This voltage is then converted to the temperature at the junction. 

The thermocouples were welded using a resistance spot welding machine, over 90 
thermocouples were welded, with 12 thermocouples measuring on every specimen. 

Figure 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 illustrate the attachment and fixation of the thermocouples to the test 
specimen. 2-component fast curing adhesive called X60 is used to fixate and protect the 
thermocouples while testing and handling the specimens. 
The shallow holes 3mm deep resulting in a measurement depth of about 2mm and the deep 
holes are 1mm from penetrating the specimen resulting in the thermocouple measuring the 
temperature 2mm from the contact. 
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Figure 3.1.7 Thermocouples applied 

 

Figure 3.1.8 Schematic figure, application of thermocouples 
 

3.1.6 Climate chamber 
Creating a stable environment at the desired temperature during testing was enabled by the 
use of the climate chamber seen in Figure 3.1.9, the model name is Heraus Vötsch VM 
08/500. When increasing the power output of the power supplier, discussed in section (3.1.8), 
the temperature of the heating element and the specimens rises radiating heat to its 
environment. The climate chamber counteracts the rise in temperature of the environment by 
circulating colder air keeping the temperature stable at the selected value. 

25

2

2
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Figure 3.1.9 Climate chamber VM 08/500 

Table 3.1.1 Specifications of VM 08/500 
Dimensions  

Width (mm) 750 

Depth (mm) 880 

Height (mm) 765 

Performance  

Minimum temperature (˚C) -80 

Maximum temperature (˚C) 180 

Maximum temperature gradient (˚C/min) 1,5 

 

3.1.7 Data logger and Power supply 
 
Logging the data from the thermocouples was performed by the Fluke Hydra Data Logger 
with 20 channels , a sampling frequency ~ 0,167 Hz(20 ch./6 sec), resolution of 0,1 ˚C and a 
storage capacity of 2047 scans. The specific data logger used was calibarated for type K 
thermocouples. The Fluke Hydra Data Logger enabled real-time overview of the data being 
collected through direct connection to a PC, the data is then stored on a local storage. The 
Hydra Logger goes through the the channels from 1-20 logging the data over approximatly six 
second and repeats the process over. 

The instrument used as power supply is the Delta Elektronika SM30-100D, with a voltage 
range 0 – 30 V and current range 0-100 A.  
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3.2   Measurements  
 
This section will describe the method of measuring and collecting data, everything from 
calibration to setup of the measuring series and the variation of the dependant variables. 

3.2.1 Calibration 
Calibration of the thermocouples is performed in order to reduce inaccurate dispersion that 
does not reflect the temperature in the experimental specimen. The dispersion of the 
temperature measured by the thermocouples may be a result of them not being completely 
identical. The calibration is performed in a climate chamber by heating up the environment in 
the chamber to 35℃ and letting the test specimens heat up as well, due to radiation and 
convection, until a steady-state uniform temperature throughout the specimen. In Figure 3.2.1 
a picture of a calibration in process is presented. 

 

 

Figure 3.2.1 Calibration of specimen 4 (primer + silicone) 
 

A thermocouple is chosen as a base reference, a selection of 20 values is logged during 
steady-state over 120 second in order to calculate a mean reference value for each 
thermocouple. The mean values from all other thermocouples are then collected and the 
difference relative to the reference is calculated. This difference will then be used to eliminate 
the false dispersion in the sampling of the temperature getting an accurate reading of the 
temperature, see equation (30). 

The thermocouple B2T2, location described in Figure 3.2.2 a) and b), was used as the 
reference in the calibrations of all sets of test specimen’s for both the upper and the lower 
piece.  

 𝑇x£À − 𝑇ÁÂ|Ã = ∆𝑇_y�.ÁÂ|Ã (30) 

In Appendix 2 an Excel sheet is presented to illustrate how all the logged raw data is 
processed and calibrated. 
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a) View from above 

 

b) View from side 

Figure 3.2.2 Positioning of the thermocouple (side view) 
 

3.2.2 Series of Measurements 
For the measurements to be performed correctly and with consistency test trails were 
performed to get an idea of how the test rig was behaving, theoretical values of rise in 
temperature during specified power input, calculated in section 3.1.4, was compared to the 
temperature rise achieved in practice. Handling of the experimental instruments and reading 
of the data logging, experiencing and reacting to things like overshoot in temperature in order 
to get comfortable with the setup. 
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A series of measurements was put together as a first phase of measuring, this phase focuses on 
varying fundamental parameters like temperature, pressure, interface materials and 
environmental temperature. To start the testing temperatures in the test specimens is varied 
from 20℃ to 100℃ to make sure that extensive and valuable data has been collected, before 
proceeding to eventual tests at higher temperatures which could result in damaging of the 
equipment. In Appendix 1 the series of measurements performed are presented.  
In the sections below the specific measurements performed are explained in terms of 
parameters set and varied, the procedures performed and how they differ from each other. In 
section 3.1.1 schematic figures are shown to illustrate the design of the experimental setup, in 
Figures 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 below the realization of the setup can be seen.   
 

 

Figure 3.2.3 Insulated test rig (without lid) 
 

 

Figure 3.2.4 Insulated test rig 
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Figure 3.2.5 View of test rig from underneath 

3.2.3 Measurements #1-7, Varying Heating Temperature  
The first seven measurements were performed on all seven configurations of test specimens, 
in these test the single parameter varied was the temperature of the upper specimen. The 
purpose of these tests was to get an understanding of how the thermal contact conductance is 
dependent on the temperature of the contacting specimens.  
The measurements were performed at the temperatures 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100˚C and the 
environmental temperature in the enclosure was kept at 10˚C. Test specimens 1-3 as they are 
connected with bolted joints are torqued to 6 Nm for the measurements, while specimens 4-7 
are merged by the interstitial material and not by a bolted joint making controlling contact 
pressure impossible. 

The procedure of the measurements #1-7 are performed in the following order: 
1. Heating the upper specimen to 20˚C.  
2. Manually interpolating the voltage from the power supply to level out the temperature 

rise reaching steady-state at 20 ˚C. 
3. Logging a sufficient amount of data at steady-state into the local memory of the Fluke 

Hydra Data Logger. 
4. Load the data over to the software Scanscape 32 where the data is converted to a CSV 

file. 
5. Repeat for all test temperatures. 

3.2.4 Measurements #8-10, Varying bolt torques  
Measurements #8-10 was performed with six different torques of the bolted joints in order to 
get an idea of the contact pressure and its impact on the thermal contact conductance. Using a 
digital torque wrench the four bolts are torqued to the starting value of 3 Nm followed by 6, 9, 
12 15 and 17,5 Nm. The temperature of the upper specimen was 20˚C and 80 ˚C and the 
environmental temperature at 10˚C in all cases.  

The procedure of measurements #8-10 is fairly similar to the one explained in section 3.2.3 
with the exception of increasing the torque of the bolts instead of increasing the temperature. 
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3.2.5 Measurements #11-13, Varying Climate Temperature 
Finally measurements #11-13 was performed whiles varying the environmental temperature, 
starting at a low temperature of -40˚C followed by measurements at -20, 0 and 20˚C. During 
these experiments the temperature was kept at 35 ˚C in the upper specimen with the joint bolts 
torqued to 6 Nm. 
Changing the environmental temperature causes the manual interpolation of the voltage to 
reach the steady-state in temperature more sensitive and therefore a more time consuming 
process. 
 

3.3 Post processing  
This section covers the processing of the data acquired from the measurements described 
previously in section 3.2. Calibration of the data was performed in Microsoft Excel 2016, the 
calibrated data was saved into .txt files in order to be processed in Mathworks MATLAB.   

In equation (30) the simple formula used to calculate the calibrating value ∆𝑇_y�.ÁÂ|Ã which is 
then used to calibrate the acquired raw data according to equation (31) below. 

 𝑇xyÄ.ÁÂ|Ã + ∆𝑇_y�.ÁÂ|Ã = 𝑇ÁÂ|Ã (31) 

In Appendix 2 the Excel sheets with which the data have been calibrated are presented. 
 

3.3.1 Empirical estimations of Thermal Contact Conductance 
 

The thermal contact conductance was calculated using the relations presented earlier in 
section 2.2, these relations are also presented below with the appropriate subscripts in 
accordance to Figure (3.2.2).  

To calculate the heat flux, 𝑞�, the temperature gradient through the lower specimen is 
considered, as seen in equation (32). The temperature difference ∆𝑇 through the lower 
specimen was typically less then 0.5˚C for lower temperature and up to around 5˚C at the 
higher temperature measured. See Appendix 1. 

 
𝑞� = −𝑘

𝑇ÁÂ|¸ − 𝑇ÁÂ|u
∆𝑥

 
(32) 

 
The thermal contact conductance is then determined by dividing the heat flux by the 
temperature loss over the contacting interface. See equation (44). Figure 3.3.1 illustrate the 
direction of the heat flux and the positions where temperature is measured. 

 ℎ =
𝑞�

𝑇ÁÂ|$ − 𝑇ÁÂ|¸
 (33) 
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Figure 3.3.1 Direction of heat transfer 
 

A MATLAB scripts was written for each measurement calculating the the thermal contact 
conductance TCC from the measured temperatures saved in the .txt files. The results are 
presented in graphs. Using “function” in MATLAB, the results from measurements #1-7, #8-
10 and #11-13 were plotted in three separate graphs to compare the TCC between the 
different configurations. The results are presented in section 4.1.1-4.1.3.  

3.3.2 Correlation to Theory 
In chapter 2 “Theory” the results from studies of literature on the topic thermal contact 
conductance is presented. In section 2.3 models relevant to the experimental tests are listed. 
Three models where used to correlate empirical to theoretical data, the models are dependent 
on similar parameters with the exception of the deformation. Equation (16) presented by 
Mikic 1974 considered the deformation elastic while Equation (18) and (19) presented by 
Cooper, Mikic, Yovanovic 1968 and Mikic 1974 considered it plastic, this difference calls for 
two different parameters, 𝐸 the Young’s Modulus of Elasticity and H the Vickers hardness.  

In Appendix 3 under “MATLAB scripts” the MATLAB scripts are presented for all thirteen 
empirical measurements.  
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4 Results 
In this section results achieved from the measurements and theoretical calculations conducted 
during the thesis will be presented. Empirically estimated values of the thermal contact 
conductance are compared to theoretical models presented in the previous section 2. 

4.1 Empirical results 
In this thesis three different empirical tests have been conducted with variable parameter 
differing between the three tests. Results from these tests will be presented in this subsection. 
All results presented is the average calculated from the three positions B1, B2 and B3 with the 
exception of the results presented in Figure 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. 

4.1.1 Measurements #1-7, Varying Heating Temperature 
The results presented in the graph below, Figure 4.1.1, contains all test performed with the 
test configurations #1-7, this is clarified in the legend just below the graph. In section 3.2.3 
the measurement is explained, varied parameters and the setup the measurement is presented. 
The y-axis corresponds to the thermal contact conductance and the x-axis to the heating 
temperature in the upper test specimen. The y-axis is normalised to withhold the resulting 
values of thermal contact conductance, this is accomplished by dividing the results with a 
reference value ℎx£À. ℎx£À is the thermal contact conductance at 20℃ for measurement #1 
performed with raw aluminium contact. 

  

Figure 4.1.1 Measurements # 1-7 with appropriate legend 
 

Figure 4.1.2 below presents the results from the previous graph except for excluding 
measurement #1 performed on alu-alu contact, this helps presents the results and differences 
between the remaining contact materials. 
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Figure 4.1.2 Measurements # 2-7 with appropriate legend 

4.1.2 Measurements #8-10, Varying Bolt Torques 
Measurements #8-10 where performed on three different contact configurations under varying 
bolt torques at a hot and a cold heating temperature of 80℃	and 20℃, the measurement is 
discussed in detail under section 3.2.4. 

Figure 4.1.3 below presents the results sampled during these measurements. For 
measurements #8-10 the x-axis represents the bolt torque 𝜏¬ in Nm. 
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Figure 4.1.3 Measurements # 8-10 with appropriate legend 
 

The bolt torques 𝜏¬ applied to the bolts in measurements # 8-10 is converted to the average 
contact pressure 𝑝 using equation (24) and presented in Table 4.1.1.  
 

Table 4.1.1 Contact Pressure at specified Bolt Torques 
Torque [Nm] p [MPa] 

3 0.24 

6 0.48 

9 0.72 

12 0.96 

15 1.20 

17,5 1.40 

 

4.1.3 Measurements #11-13, Varying Climate Temperature 
The results from measurements #11-13 are presented in the plots below, see Figure 4.1.4. 
These measurements are conducted with varying climate temperatures on the x-axis, this is 
described in detail in the section 3.2.5.   
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Figure 4.1.4 Measurements # 11-13 with appropriate legend 
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4.1.4 Correlation to Plastic Theory 
The correlations made from comparing the empirical data from measurement #8 with the 
plastic theories CMY and Mikic are presented in this section, see Figure 4.1.5 below. The 
theoretical models CMY and Mikic are presented in section 2.3.3. 

Since the theoretical models are derived from research assuming contact interfaces between 
bare metals, the correlation is made between test configuration #8 and the theoretical models. 

The legend below the graphs in each figure presents the blue line with rings as the theoretical 
model CMY and the magenta line with crosses as Mikic model, the black line exp.-20 and red 
line exp.-80 are the empirical results at heating temperature of 20℃ and 80℃. 

In Figure 4.1.5 below the empirical data is correlated to the theory with the parameter, 
asperity slope, 𝑚 set to 5° and 12° resulting in a relatively good correlation. 
As the asperity slope 𝑚 was increased to 7,5°	10°	and 12,5° the correlation became worse 
and worse. 
 
 

 
 

  

Figure 4.1.5 Empirical data versus theoretical plastic models at m=5°and m=12°  
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4.1.5 Correlation to Elastic Theory 
Just like the previous section 4.1.4 the correlations made from comparing the empirical data 
from measurement #8 with the elastic theory Mikic are presented in this section 4.1.5, see 
Figure 4.1.6 below. The theoretical model Mikic are presented in section 2.3.2. 

Since the theoretical models are derived from research assuming contact interfaces between 
bare metals, the correlation is made between test configuration #8 and the theoretical models. 

The legend below the graphs in each figure presents the magenta line with crosses as the 
theoretical model Mikic, the black line exp.-20 and red line exp.-80 are the empirical results 
at heating temperature of 20℃ and 80℃. 
In Figure 4.1.5 below the empirical data is correlated to the theory with the parameter, 
asperity slope, 𝑚 set to 5° and 12° resulting in a relatively good correlation. The correlations 
stay pretty much the same when increasing the asperity slope from 5° to 12,5°. 
 

 

Figure 4.1.6 Empirical data versus theoretical elastic model at m=5°and m=12° 
 

4.1.6 Dispersion in Thermal Contact Conductance over Contact 
 
Figure 4.1.7 show the difference in TCC at the three measuring points B1, B2 and B3 in the 
specimen for measurements performed on configuration #1.  
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Figure 4.1.7 Dispersion at measuring points B1, B2 and B3 for configuration #1 
 

 

 

Figure 4.1.8 Temperature difference over contact, measurement #1 

4.1.7 Relative Uncertainty 
In Appendix 3 the MatLab script for calculating the propagation of uncertainty is presented. 
The calculation was performed on measurement #1 at the heating temperatures 20℃ and 
100℃, at 20℃ the uncertainty was calculated to 110% and at 100℃ was calculated to 19%. 
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5 Discussion  
In this chapter discussions about the results from measurements and correlations to theory will 
be held, furthermore the experimental method and setup will be discussed and evaluated. 

5.1 Results 
5.1.1 Measurements #1-7, Varying Heating Temperature 
When analysing the results from measurements #1 through #7 it was very clear that ITM, 
interstitial thermal materials, had great effect on the TCC. Figure 4.1.1 & 4.1.2 clearly 
illustrates this result with the blue graph deviating increasingly at higher heating temperatures, 
at the starting temperature of 20℃ the TCC for configuration #1 (alu-alu) is relatively equal 
to configurations #2-7. This shows that the configurations with ITM are far less dependent of 
increase and decrease in heating temperature then configuration #1, at least at the temperature 
intervals 20 − 100℃ in which the measurements were performed. The indication that 
configuration #1 is more dependant of the heating temperature may very likely be contributed 
by the bare aluminium contact. With the temperature in the specimens rising the thermal 
expansion increases resulting in higher average pressure in the contact, since the configuration 
#1 is a bare contact the asperities deform increasing the real area of contact subsequently 
increasing thermal contact conductance. It is hard to say how the ITM’s are affected by this 
increase in contact pressure, but it seems to be relatively low in comparison. 

When disregarding configuration 1 the differences between the rest of the configurations 
becomes more visible, see Figure 4.1.2. When comparing configuration 2 (Primer LA53) and 
3 (Paint LA81) the results get a bit contradictory, result from measurements of surface 
roughness of the two configurations gave average 𝑅y of  𝑅y 𝐿𝐴53 ≈ 1.15𝜇𝑚 and 
𝑅y(𝐿𝐴81) ≈ 0.25𝜇𝑚. Theory tells us that smaller 𝑅y → greater ℎ_, due to this contradiction 
there must be some other factor causing TCC to be greater for configuration 2 than 
configuration 3. This could be the results of three factors, firstly the addition of the extra layer 
of paint added in paint LA81 increases the gap thickness 𝛿 resulting in decrease in TCC. 
Secondly the values for the conductivity 𝑘 of both the primer used in LA53 and the paint in 
LA81 is unknown and might therefore be a factor. Lastly the flatness deviation 𝐹𝐷 might 
have effect on TCC as more deviation would result in less contact of the interface and 
therefore decrease TCC. 𝐹𝐷 have not been measured or confirmed in this thesis, but the result 
from the measurements would indicate that 𝐹𝐷ÈÉtv > 𝐹𝐷ÈÉ§¸ hence 𝐹𝐷_`aÀ©Ë.¸ > 𝐹𝐷_`aÀ©Ë.$. 

 

5.1.2 Measurements #8-10, Varying Bolt Torques 
The results acquired in measurements #1-7 are partly confirmed in the results that can be seen 
in Figure 4.1.3, ℎy�Ì > ℎÈÉ§¸ > ℎÈÉtv. As explained in section 3.2.4 each configuration was 
measured at the heating temperatures 20℃ and 80℃, as discussed in the previous section 
configuration 1 show greater increase in TCC when increasing temperature compared to 
configuration 2 and 3. When increasing the bolt torque 𝜏 all configurations show increase in 
TCC, but configuration 1 seems to increase the most while configuration 3 seems to increase 
the least. This may be the result of configuration 1 and 2 being subjected to deformation of 
the surface peaks to a greater degree than configuration 3, this would be logical as the surface 
roughness 𝑅y of configuration 3 is lower as well as the addition of the thicker coat of paint in 
LA81. 
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5.1.3 Measurements #11-13, Varying Climate Temperature 
The results from measurements #11-13, see Figure 4.1.4, indicates that the TCC at the 
intervals of climate temperature tested really does not change very drastically. Variations of 
about 10% occurred at about −40℃ to 0℃, this could be caused by changing test conditions 
and such factors rather than any thermal phenomenon. With that in mind we do see an 
interesting phenomenon between −40℃ to 0℃ where configuration 3 with LA81 have a 
higher TCC than configuration 2 with LA53, this result opposes the results from 
measurements #1-7 and #8-10 presented in Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.3. 
However when approaching a climate temperature of 20℃ the TCC results of configurations 
2 and 3 rearranges to ℎÈÉ§¸ > ℎÈÉtv which correlates to the results obtained in the previous 
measurements. The TCC levels for all three configurations also correlate well to the levels 
obtained in measurement #1, #2 and #3 for equal conditions in climate and heating 
temperature, ensuring some continuity in the preparations and method of the experimental 
measurements. 

5.1.4 Correlation to Plastic Theory 
The correlations to theory gathered related to plastic deformation where performed on 
configuration 1 with bare aluminium contact, results from the correlation is presented in 
section 4.1.4. One of the parameters affecting the TCC in the plastic theories studied is 𝑚 the 
asperity slope, this parameter was not measured in this thesis. This lead to the use of four 
values for 𝑚 being used in the correlation, these values ranged from 5 − 12° to hopefully 
encompass the real value of 𝑚 for the surfaces in contact. The span of values for 𝑚 was 
concluded by taking the material, surface roughness and manufacturing process into 
consideration [15]. The plastic theory correlated very differently over the selected values of 
𝑚, at the higher values 𝑚 = 12,5° the result was quite different for both CMY and Mikic. 
The lower the value of 𝑚 the better the correlation, at 𝑚 = 5° the values of TCC got pretty 
accurate between experimental and theoretical results. This may be an indication that the 
value of 𝑚 of the surfaces of the test specimens actually might be closer to the lower values 
used in the correlation. 

5.1.5 Correlation to Elastic Theory  
The correlations for the elastic theory by Mikic covered the same values for 𝑚 as that of 
plastic theory. The results obtained from this theory interestingly correlated very well for all 
tested values of 𝑚, this can be seen in section 4.1.5. This might suggest two things, first it 
may indicate that the deformation occurring, during the test with different bolt torques, is of 
the elastic type.  

5.1.6 Dispersion of temperature in B1, B2 and B3 
In Figure 4.1.7 an example of the dispersion between the three measuring point is shown, the 
graph shows a dispersion of up to 30 percent at the heating temperature 60 and 80 degrease 
Celsius. The dispersion might occur from the air passing the exposed underside of the 
specimen, the undisturbed air first passes the measuring point B3 on the underside where it 
gets disturbed by thermocouple cables and therefore does not affect B2 as much and B1 
possibly even less. The air flow hence may cause a dispersion in temperature in the lower 
specimen which is not manifested in the upper specimen in the same way.  

5.1.7 Experimental Setup 
In Section 3.1 the setup used during the work is presented, the data logger used called Fluke 
Hydra Data Logger hade the possibility to log and display the data in real time. Despite this 
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the setup had shortcomings that may have had some influence in the sampling of the data and 
hence the result obtained from the calculations. With the 20 channels being sampled in 
consecutive order over six seconds combined with the low resolution of 0.1℃ the real-time 
sampling and overview of the data is somewhat compromised. This made it harder to 
understand the trend of the temperature and therefore harder to reach steady-state in heating 
temperature, this was also made even more difficult by the use of a manually operated 
potentiometer for the power supply. 

5.2 Uncertainty 
As discussed in section 5.1.6 the experimental setup and its application during this thesis 
certainly results in some uncertainty in the empirical data. When redoing some measurements 
results in TCC has shown to fluctuate up to over 20%. It should be considered that many of 
these measurements were conducted with different levels of experience when operation of the 
setup. The calculations of the relative uncertainty was performed on configuration 1 from the 
results of measurements #1, the uncertainty was as expected much higher at lower 
temperature of 20℃ where the estimated uncertainty is big relative to the logged temperature 
data. It’s clear that the relative uncertainty can be expected to be similar for the remaining 
configurations, especially at lower temperatures. 
Figure 4.1.8  shows the low differences in temperature over the contact, the small differences 
in temperature over the contact lowers the certainty of the results as small faults and errors 
have larger percentile impact on the result. 

Other factor may play into the uncertainty of the results, like contact depth of the 
thermocouples within the specimen and maybe more importantly the quality of the contact, 
good quality of contact can be hard to ensure. The air flow of air induced by the climate 
chamber may also have had effect beyond the cooling the underside of the lower specimen, 
but also reaching in to the very shallow holes containing the T4 thermocouples hence causing 
a level of deviation in the measures temperatures.  
Heat not transferring through the contact and the specimens but instead heating up insulation 
and the environment instead is likely to have had effect on the result resulting in further 
uncertainty. 
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6 Conclusions 
In conclusion, this work has developed a experimental test rig that can be used to determine 
thermal contact conductance data for different conditions, materials and contact 
configurations relevant to SAAB AB.  
A greater understanding of the behaviour of thermal contact conductance in different 
conditions and contact configuration has been reached.  
Data of the thermal contact conductance for the conditions and contact configurations has 
been presented for use in future heat transfer calculations.  
Measurements performed at lower temperature resulted in small temperature differences 
resulting in high relative uncertainty for this experimental setup, this is something that must 
be considered. 

6.1 Future work 
With the experience gained during the development and testing in this work, notions of future 
work to further improve the test rig to gain even greater understanding and more accurate 
results has been found. Presented below are ideas for future work. 

- Testing at heating temperature from 120℃ − 200℃ to expand experimental data with 
relevance to SAAB AB’s materials and contact configurations. 
 

- Develop a control system that regulates power supply to efficiently and with 
confidence reach steady-state. 
 

- Acquire empirical data: 
 

o Contact pressure (𝑝) for all bolt torques used in the experiments to see the 
variation in contact pressure over the bolted joint contact.  
 

o Mean asperity slope (𝑚) for all surfaces in contact to improve the theoretical 
data used to correlate with the empirical results. 
 

o Thermal conductivity (𝑘) for all SAAB specific materials, so that theoretical 
calculations can be performed on all seven configurations. 
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7 Appendix  
Appendix 1. Measurement series 
 

Series # 1-7 

 
Series # 8-10 

 
 
 

 

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C] Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
alu-alu 20 6 10 primer 20 6 10

- 40 6 10 - 40 6 10
- 60 6 10 - 60 6 10
- 80 6 10 - 80 6 10
- 100 6 10 - 100 6 10

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C] Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
primer+lack 20 6 10 primer+silikon 20 6 10

- 40 6 10 - 40 6 10
- 60 6 10 - 60 6 10
- 80 6 10 - 80 6 10
- 100 6 10 - 100 6 10

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C] Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
primer+smack 20 6 10 primer+lack+silikon 20 6 10

- 40 6 10 - 40 6 10
- 60 6 10 - 60 6 10
- 80 6 10 - 80 6 10
- 100 6 10 - 100 6 10

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
primer+lack+smack 20 6 10

- 40 6 10
- 60 6 10
- 80 6 10
- 100 6 10

	#2

	#6

	#4

	#1

	#5

	#3

	#7

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C] Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
alu-alu 20 3 10 primer 20 3 10

- 20 6 10 - 20 6 10
- 20 9 10 - 20 9 10
- 20 12 10 - 20 12 10
- 20 15 10 - 20 15 10
- 20 17,5 10 - 20 17,5 10
- 80 3 10 - 80 3 10
- 80 6 10 - 80 6 10
- 80 9 10 - 80 9 10
- 80 12 10 - 80 12 10
- 80 15 10 - 80 15 10
- 80 17,5 10 - 80 17,5 10

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
primer+lack 20 3 10

- 20 6 10
- 20 9 10
- 20 12 10
- 20 15 10
- 20 17,5 10
- 80 3 10
- 80 6 10
- 80 9 10
- 80 12 10
- 80 15 10
- 80 17,5 10

	#10

	#9	#8
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Series # 11-13 

 
 

Appendix 2. Measurement data 
 
Calibration of Thermocouples  

 
Figure 6.1.1 Calibration of Thermocouples  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C] Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
alu-alu 35 6 20 primer 35 6 20

- 35 6 0 - 35 6 0
- 35 6 -20 - 35 6 -20
- 35 6 -40 - 35 6 -40

Configuration Temperature	[˚C] Torque	[Nm] Temp.	Climate	chamber	[˚C]
primer+lack 35 6 20

- 35 6 0
- 35 6 -20
- 35 6 -40

	#11 	#12

	#13
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Figure 6.1.2 Calibrated data from measurement at 20 ℃ 
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Figure 6.1.3 Calibrated data from measurement at 100 ℃  
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Appendix 3. MATLAB Scripts 
 
In this appendix MATLAB-scripts used to calculate, plot and present results are presented.  
Some parameters are withheld from presentation due to company secrets. 

Measurement #1-7 
function [hc,x,T2,T3] = Matserie1() 
%% Mätserie #1 Alu-Alu 
%close all 
clear all 
clc 
%% Empiriskt 
  
load Nr1_2_20grader_6Nm.txt 
temp20 = Nr1_2_20grader_6Nm(1:50,1:12); 
 
%% Temp 
  
Mean_temp_20 = mean(temp20) 
  
  
%% Heat flux 
  
k =    %Material specific Thermal conductivity [W/(m*K)] 
dx = 24.59e-3 - 3e-3;                              %Distance in the direction of heat flux [m]  
A = 130e-3*170e-3; 
  
dT_B1_20 = Mean_temp_20(3) - Mean_temp_20(4);      %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 
dT_B2_20 = Mean_temp_20(7) - Mean_temp_20(8); 
dT_B3_20 = Mean_temp_20(11) - Mean_temp_20(12); 
  
qx_B1_20 = k.*(dT_B1_20./dx);    
qx_B2_20 = k.*(dT_B2_20./dx); 
qx_B3_20 = k.*(dT_B3_20./dx); 
  
%% Thermal contact resistance 
  
deltaT_B1_20 = Mean_temp_20(2) - Mean_temp_20(3);  %Temperature gradient (T2-T3) 
deltaT_B2_20 = Mean_temp_20(6) - Mean_temp_20(7); 
deltaT_B3_20 = Mean_temp_20(9) - Mean_temp_20(11); 
  
hc_B1_20 = qx_B1_20/deltaT_B1_20; 
hc_B2_20 = qx_B2_20/deltaT_B2_20; 
hc_B3_20 = qx_B3_20/deltaT_B3_20; 
  
%hc_20 = mean([hc_B3_20 ]) 
  
R_B1_20 = 1/hc_B1_20; 
R_B2_20 = 1/hc_B2_20; 
R_B3_20 = 1/hc_B3_20; 
  
hc_20 = mean([hc_B1_20; hc_B2_20; hc_B3_20]) 
R_20 = mean([R_B1_20; R_B2_20; R_B3_20]) 
  
%% Empiriskt 40 
  
load Nr1_40grader_6Nm.txt 
temp40 = Nr1_40grader_6Nm(1:50,1:12); 
%% Temp 
  
Mean_temp_40 = mean(temp40); 
  
  
%% Heat flux 
  
dT_B1_40 = Mean_temp_40(3) - Mean_temp_40(4);                   %Temperature gradient (T3-T4) 
dT_B2_40 = Mean_temp_40(7) - Mean_temp_40(8); 
dT_B3_40 = Mean_temp_40(11) - Mean_temp_40(12); 
  
qx_B1_40 = k.*(dT_B1_40./dx);    
qx_B2_40 = k.*(dT_B2_40./dx); 
qx_B3_40 = k.*(dT_B3_40./dx); 
  
%% Thermal contact resistance 
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deltaT_B1_40 = Mean_temp_40(2) - Mean_temp_40(3);                      %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 
deltaT_B2_40 = Mean_temp_40(6) - Mean_temp_40(7); 
deltaT_B3_40 = Mean_temp_40(9) - Mean_temp_40(11); 
  
hc_B1_40 = qx_B1_40/deltaT_B1_40; 
hc_B2_40 = qx_B2_40/deltaT_B2_40; 
hc_B3_40 = qx_B3_40/deltaT_B3_40; 
  
  
R_B1_40 = 1/hc_B1_40; 
R_B2_40 = 1/hc_B2_40; 
R_B3_40 = 1/hc_B3_40; 
  
hc_40 = mean([hc_B1_40; hc_B2_40; hc_B3_40]) 
R_40 = mean([R_B1_40; R_B2_40; R_B3_40]) 
  
%% Empiriskt 60 
  
load Nr1_60grader_6Nm.txt 
temp60 = Nr1_60grader_6Nm(1:50,1:12); 
%% Temp 
  
Mean_temp_60 = mean(temp60); 
  
  
%% Heat flux 
  
dT_B1_60 = Mean_temp_60(3) - Mean_temp_60(4);                   %Temperature gradient (T3-T4) 
dT_B2_60 = Mean_temp_60(7) - Mean_temp_60(8); 
dT_B3_60 = Mean_temp_60(11) - Mean_temp_60(12); 
  
qx_B1_60 = k.*(dT_B1_60./dx);    
qx_B2_60 = k.*(dT_B2_60./dx); 
qx_B3_60 = k.*(dT_B3_60./dx); 
  
%% Thermal contact resistance 
  
deltaT_B1_60 = Mean_temp_60(2) - Mean_temp_60(3);                      %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 
deltaT_B2_60 = Mean_temp_60(6) - Mean_temp_60(7); 
deltaT_B3_60 = Mean_temp_60(10) - Mean_temp_60(11); 
  
hc_B1_60 = qx_B1_60/deltaT_B1_60; 
hc_B2_60 = qx_B2_60/deltaT_B2_60; 
hc_B3_60 = qx_B3_60/deltaT_B3_60; 
  
  
R_B1_60 = 1/hc_B1_60; 
R_B2_60 = 1/hc_B2_60; 
R_B3_60 = 1/hc_B3_60; 
  
hc_60 = mean([hc_B1_60; hc_B2_60; hc_B3_60]) 
R_60 = mean([R_B1_60; R_B2_60; R_B3_60]) 
  
%% Empiriskt 80 
  
load Nr1_80grader_6Nm.txt 
temp80 = Nr1_80grader_6Nm(1:50,1:12); 
%% Temp 
  
Mean_temp_80 = mean(temp80); 
  
  
%% Heat flux 
  
dT_B1_80 = Mean_temp_80(3) - Mean_temp_80(4);                   %Temperature gradient (T3-T4) 
dT_B2_80 = Mean_temp_80(7) - Mean_temp_80(8); 
dT_B3_80 = Mean_temp_80(11) - Mean_temp_80(12); 
  
qx_B1_80 = k.*(dT_B1_80./dx);    
qx_B2_80 = k.*(dT_B2_80./dx); 
qx_B3_80 = k.*(dT_B3_80./dx); 
  
%% Thermal contact resistance 
  
deltaT_B1_80 = Mean_temp_80(2) - Mean_temp_80(3);               %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 
deltaT_B2_80 = Mean_temp_80(6) - Mean_temp_80(7); 
deltaT_B3_80 = Mean_temp_80(10) - Mean_temp_80(11); 
  
hc_B1_80 = qx_B1_80/deltaT_B1_80; 
hc_B2_80 = qx_B2_80/deltaT_B2_80; 
hc_B3_80 = qx_B3_80/deltaT_B3_80; 
  
R_B1_80 = 1/hc_B1_80; 
R_B2_80 = 1/hc_B2_80; 
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R_B3_80 = 1/hc_B3_80; 
  
hc_80 = mean([hc_B1_80; hc_B2_80; hc_B3_80]) 
R_80 = mean([R_B1_80; R_B2_80; R_B3_80]) 
  
%% Empiriskt 100 
  
load Nr1_100grader_6Nm.txt 
temp100 = Nr1_100grader_6Nm(1:50,1:12); 
%% Temp 
  
Mean_temp_100 = mean(temp100); 
  
  
%% Heat flux 
  
dT_B1_100 = Mean_temp_100(3) - Mean_temp_100(4);                   %Temperature gradient (T3-T4) 
dT_B2_100 = Mean_temp_100(7) - Mean_temp_100(8); 
dT_B3_100 = Mean_temp_100(11) - Mean_temp_100(12); 
  
qx_B1_100 = k.*(dT_B1_100./dx);    
qx_B2_100 = k.*(dT_B2_100./dx); 
qx_B3_100 = k.*(dT_B3_100./dx); 
  
%% Thermal contact resistance 
  
deltaT_B1_100 = Mean_temp_100(2) - Mean_temp_100(3);               %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 
deltaT_B2_100 = Mean_temp_100(6) - Mean_temp_100(7); 
deltaT_B3_100 = Mean_temp_100(10) - Mean_temp_100(11); 
  
hc_B1_100 = qx_B1_100/deltaT_B1_100; 
hc_B2_100 = qx_B2_100/deltaT_B2_100; 
hc_B3_100 = qx_B3_100/deltaT_B3_100; 
  
R_B1_100 = 1/hc_B1_100; 
R_B2_100 = 1/hc_B2_100; 
R_B3_100 = 1/hc_B3_100; 
  
hc_100 = mean([hc_B1_100; hc_B2_100; hc_B3_100]) 
R_100 = mean([R_B1_100; R_B2_100; R_B3_100]) 
 
%% TCC MEYER 
T2 = [Mean_temp_20(6) Mean_temp_40(6) Mean_temp_60(6) Mean_temp_80(6) Mean_temp_100(6)];  
T3 = [Mean_temp_20(7) Mean_temp_40(7) Mean_temp_60(7) Mean_temp_80(7) Mean_temp_100(7)];  
%% Plot 
  
% Delta Temp (T2-T3) 
  
x = (20:20:100); 
deltaT_B1 = [deltaT_B1_20 deltaT_B1_40 deltaT_B1_60 deltaT_B1_80 deltaT_B1_100]; 
deltaT_B2 = [deltaT_B2_20 deltaT_B2_40 deltaT_B2_60 deltaT_B2_80 deltaT_B2_100]; 
deltaT_B3 = [deltaT_B3_20 deltaT_B3_40 deltaT_B3_60 deltaT_B3_80 deltaT_B3_100]; 
  
figure 
plot(x,deltaT_B1,'b',x,deltaT_B2,'g',x,deltaT_B3,'r') 
  
title('T2-T3 Alu') 
xlabel('Heating Temperature [^{\circ}C]') 
ylabel('{\Delta}T [^{\circ}C]') 
legend('B1','B2','B3') 
  
% Delta Temp (T1-T2) 
  
x = (20:20:100); 
dT_B1 = [dT_B1_20 dT_B1_40 dT_B1_60 dT_B1_80 dT_B1_100]; 
dT_B2 = [dT_B2_20 dT_B2_40 dT_B2_60 dT_B2_80 dT_B2_100]; 
dT_B3 = [dT_B3_20 dT_B3_40 dT_B3_60 dT_B3_80 dT_B3_100]; 
  
figure 
plot(x,dT_B1,'b',x,dT_B2,'g',x,dT_B3,'r') 
  
title('T3-T4 Alu') 
xlabel('Heating Temperature [^{\circ}C]') 
ylabel('dT [^{\circ}C]') 
legend('B1','B2','B3') 
  
% Thermal contact conductance 
  
x = (20:20:100) 
hc = [hc_20 hc_40 hc_60 hc_80 hc_100]; 
  
figure 
plot(x,hc,'b') 
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title('Thermal contact conductance') 
xlabel('Heating Temperature [^{\circ}C]') 
ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

 
Measurement #8-10 
function [hc_20,hc_80,M_b,Nr8_20_T2,Nr8_80_T2,Nr8_20_T3,Nr8_80_T3] = Matserie8() 

%% Mätserie #8 Alu 

  

%close all 

clear all 

clc 

%% Empirisk data  

  

load Nr8_3Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_6Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_9Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_12Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_15Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_17Nm_20grader.txt 

load Nr8_3Nm_80grader.txt 

load Nr8_6Nm_80grader.txt 

load Nr8_9Nm_80grader.txt 

load Nr8_12Nm_80grader.txt 

load Nr8_15Nm_80grader.txt 

load Nr8_17Nm_80grader.txt 

  

Nr8_20_T2 = [Nr8_3Nm_20grader(2) Nr8_6Nm_20grader(2) Nr8_9Nm_20grader(2) Nr8_12Nm_20grader(2) 
Nr8_15Nm_20grader(2) Nr8_17Nm_20grader(2)]; 

Nr8_80_T2 = [Nr8_3Nm_80grader(2) Nr8_6Nm_80grader(2) Nr8_9Nm_80grader(2) Nr8_12Nm_80grader(2) 
Nr8_15Nm_80grader(2) Nr8_17Nm_80grader(2)]; 

Nr8_20_T3 = [Nr8_3Nm_20grader(3) Nr8_6Nm_20grader(3) Nr8_9Nm_20grader(3) Nr8_12Nm_20grader(3) 
Nr8_15Nm_20grader(3) Nr8_17Nm_20grader(3)]; 

Nr8_80_T3 = [Nr8_3Nm_80grader(3) Nr8_6Nm_80grader(3) Nr8_9Nm_80grader(3) Nr8_12Nm_80grader(3) 
Nr8_15Nm_80grader(3) Nr8_17Nm_80grader(3)]; 

%Temperaturskillnad 

  

deltaT_3_20 = mean([(Nr8_3Nm_20grader(2) - Nr8_3Nm_20grader(3));( Nr8_3Nm_20grader(6) - 
Nr8_3Nm_20grader(7))]); (Nr8_3Nm_20grader(10)-Nr8_3Nm_20grader(11))]); 

deltaT_6_20 = mean([(Nr8_6Nm_20grader(2) - Nr8_6Nm_20grader(3));( Nr8_6Nm_20grader(6) - 
Nr8_6Nm_20grader(7))]); (Nr8_6Nm_20grader(10)-Nr8_6Nm_20grader(11))]); 

deltaT_9_20 = mean([(Nr8_9Nm_20grader(2) - Nr8_9Nm_20grader(3));( Nr8_9Nm_20grader(6) - 
Nr8_9Nm_20grader(7))]); (Nr8_9Nm_20grader(10)-Nr8_9Nm_20grader(11))]); 

deltaT_12_20 = mean([(Nr8_12Nm_20grader(2) - Nr8_12Nm_20grader(3));( Nr8_12Nm_20grader(6) - 
Nr8_12Nm_20grader(7)); (Nr8_12Nm_20grader(10)-Nr8_12Nm_20grader(11))]); 

deltaT_15_20 = mean([(Nr8_15Nm_20grader(2) - Nr8_15Nm_20grader(3));( Nr8_15Nm_20grader(6) - 
Nr8_15Nm_20grader(7)); (Nr8_15Nm_20grader(10)-Nr8_15Nm_20grader(11))]); 

deltaT_17_20 = mean([( Nr8_17Nm_20grader(6) - Nr8_17Nm_20grader(7)); (Nr8_17Nm_20grader(10)-
Nr8_17Nm_20grader(11))]); 

  

deltaT_3_80 = mean([(Nr8_3Nm_80grader(2) - Nr8_3Nm_80grader(3));( Nr8_3Nm_80grader(6) - 
Nr8_3Nm_80grader(7)); (Nr8_3Nm_80grader(10)-Nr8_3Nm_80grader(11))]); 

deltaT_6_80 = mean([(Nr8_6Nm_80grader(2) - Nr8_6Nm_80grader(3));( Nr8_6Nm_80grader(6) - 
Nr8_6Nm_80grader(7)); (Nr8_6Nm_80grader(10)-Nr8_6Nm_80grader(11))]); 

deltaT_9_80 = mean([(Nr8_9Nm_80grader(2) - Nr8_9Nm_80grader(3));( Nr8_9Nm_80grader(6) - 
Nr8_9Nm_80grader(7)); (Nr8_9Nm_80grader(10)-Nr8_9Nm_80grader(11))]); 
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deltaT_12_80 = mean([( Nr8_12Nm_80grader(6) - Nr8_12Nm_80grader(7)); (Nr8_12Nm_80grader(10)-
Nr8_12Nm_80grader(11))]); 

deltaT_15_80 = mean([(Nr8_15Nm_80grader(2) - Nr8_15Nm_80grader(3));( Nr8_15Nm_80grader(6) - 
Nr8_15Nm_80grader(7)); (Nr8_15Nm_80grader(10)-Nr8_15Nm_80grader(11))]); 

deltaT_17_80 = mean([(Nr8_17Nm_80grader(2) - Nr8_17Nm_80grader(3));( Nr8_17Nm_80grader(6) - 
Nr8_17Nm_80grader(7))]); (Nr8_17Nm_80grader(10)-Nr8_17Nm_80grader(11))]); 

  

% Plot delta T 

  

M_b = [3 6 9 12 15 17.5]; 

deltaT_20 = [deltaT_3_20 deltaT_6_20 deltaT_9_20 deltaT_12_20 deltaT_15_20 deltaT_17_20]; 

deltaT_80 = [deltaT_3_80 deltaT_6_80 deltaT_9_80 deltaT_12_80 deltaT_15_80 deltaT_17_80]; 

  

figure 

plot(M_b, deltaT_20, 'b') 

  

hold on 

  

plot(M_b, deltaT_80, 'm') 

  

title('T2-T3 Alu') 

xlabel('Heating Temperature') 

ylabel('dT') 

legend('20^{\circ}C','80^{\circ}C') 

  

  

%% Thermal Contact Conductance 

  

k =                                      %Material specific Thermal conductivity [W/(m*K)] 

dx = 24.59e-3 - 3e-3;                              %Distance in the direction of heat flux [m]  

A = 130e-3*170e-3; 

  

% Heat flux 

  

dT_3_20 = mean([(Nr8_3Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_3Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_3Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_3Nm_20grader(8))]); (Nr8_3Nm_20grader(11) - 
Nr8_3Nm_20grader(12))])%                                 %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 

dT_6_20 = mean([(Nr8_6Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_6Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_6Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_6Nm_20grader(8))]); (Nr8_6Nm_20grader(11) - Nr8_6Nm_20grader(12))])% 

dT_9_20 = mean([(Nr8_9Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_9Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_9Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_9Nm_20grader(8))]); (Nr8_9Nm_20grader(11) - Nr8_9Nm_20grader(12))])% 

dT_12_20 = mean([(Nr8_12Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_12Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_12Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_12Nm_20grader(8)); (Nr8_12Nm_20grader(11) - Nr8_12Nm_20grader(12))])% 

dT_15_20 = mean([(Nr8_15Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_15Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_15Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_15Nm_20grader(8)); (Nr8_15Nm_20grader(11) - Nr8_15Nm_20grader(12))])% 

dT_17_20 = mean([(Nr8_17Nm_20grader(3) - Nr8_17Nm_20grader(4));( Nr8_17Nm_20grader(7) - 
Nr8_17Nm_20grader(8))]); (Nr8_17Nm_20grader(11) - Nr8_17Nm_20grader(12))])% 

  

dT_3_80 = mean([(Nr8_3Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_3Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_3Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_3Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_3Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_3Nm_80grader(12))])%            %Temperature 
gradient (T1-T4) 

dT_6_80 = mean([(Nr8_6Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_6Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_6Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_6Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_6Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_6Nm_80grader(12))])% 

dT_9_80 = mean([(Nr8_9Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_9Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_9Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_9Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_9Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_9Nm_80grader(12))])% 
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dT_12_80 = mean([(Nr8_12Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_12Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_12Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_12Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_12Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_12Nm_80grader(12))])% 

dT_15_80 = mean([(Nr8_15Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_15Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_15Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_15Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_15Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_15Nm_80grader(12))])% 

dT_17_80 = mean([(Nr8_17Nm_80grader(3) - Nr8_17Nm_80grader(4));( Nr8_17Nm_80grader(7) - 
Nr8_17Nm_80grader(8)); (Nr8_17Nm_80grader(9) - Nr8_17Nm_80grader(12))])% 

  

qx_3_20 = k.*(dT_3_20./dx); 

qx_6_20 = k.*(dT_6_20./dx); 

qx_9_20 = k.*(dT_9_20./dx); 

qx_12_20 = k.*(dT_12_20./dx); 

qx_15_20 = k.*(dT_15_20./dx); 

qx_17_20 = k.*(dT_17_20./dx); 

  

qx_3_80 = k.*(dT_3_80./dx); 

qx_6_80 = k.*(dT_6_80./dx); 

qx_9_80 = k.*(dT_9_80./dx); 

qx_12_80 = k.*(dT_12_80./dx); 

qx_15_80 = k.*(dT_15_80./dx); 

qx_17_80 = k.*(dT_17_80./dx); 

  

% Contact Conductance 

  

hc_3_20 = qx_3_20/deltaT_3_20; 

hc_6_20 = qx_6_20/deltaT_6_20; 

hc_9_20 = qx_9_20/deltaT_9_20; 

hc_12_20 = qx_12_20/deltaT_12_20; 

hc_15_20 = qx_15_20/deltaT_15_20; 

hc_17_20 = qx_17_20/deltaT_17_20; 

  

hc_3_80 = qx_3_80/deltaT_3_80; 

hc_6_80 = qx_6_80/deltaT_6_80; 

hc_9_80 = qx_9_80/deltaT_9_80; 

hc_12_80 = qx_12_80/deltaT_12_80; 

hc_15_80 = qx_15_80/deltaT_15_80; 

hc_17_80 = qx_17_80/deltaT_17_80; 

  

  

hc_20 = [hc_3_20 hc_6_20 hc_9_20 hc_12_20 hc_15_20 hc_17_20] 

hc_80 = [hc_3_80 hc_6_80 hc_9_80 hc_12_80 hc_15_80 hc_17_80] 

  

  

p_20 = polyfit(M_b,hc_20,1); 

hc_fit_20 = polyval(p_20,M_b) 

p_80 = polyfit(M_b,hc_80,1); 

hc_fit_80 = polyval(p_80,M_b) 

  

  

figure 

plot(M_b, hc_20, 'b-o') 
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hold on 

  

plot(M_b,hc_fit_20,'b-') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b, hc_80, 'm-x') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b,hc_fit_80,'m-') 

hold on 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Åtdragningsmoment [Nm]') 

ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

legend('20^{\circ}C','Linj. 20^{\circ}C','80^{\circ}C','Linj. 80^{\circ}C') 

  

  

% Delta Temp (T1-T2) 

  

x =[3 6 9 12 15 17.5]; 

dT_20 = [dT_3_20 dT_6_20 dT_9_20 dT_12_20 dT_15_20 dT_17_20]; 

dT_80 = [dT_3_80 dT_6_80 dT_9_80 dT_12_80 dT_15_80 dT_17_80]; 

  

  

figure 

plot(x,dT_20,'b-o',x,dT_80,'m-x') 

  

title('T3-T4 Alu') 

xlabel('Åtdragningsmoment [Nm]') 

ylabel('dT') 

legend('20^{\circ}C','80^{\circ}C') 

 
Measurement #11-13 
function [hc,T_k] = Matserie11() 

%% Mätserie #11 Alu 

  

close all 

clear all 

clc 

%% Empirisk data  

  

load Nr11_minus40grader.txt 

load Nr11_minus20grader.txt 

load Nr11_0grader.txt 

load Nr11_20grader.txt 

  

  

%deltaT_minus40 = mean([(Nr11_minus40grader(2) - Nr11_minus40grader(3));(Nr11_minus40grader(6) - 
Nr11_minus40grader(7)); (Nr11_minus40grader(10)-Nr11_minus40grader(11))]); 
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%deltaT_minus20 = mean([(Nr11_minus20grader(2) - Nr11_minus20grader(3));(Nr11_minus20grader(6) - 
Nr11_minus20grader(7)); (Nr11_minus20grader(10)-Nr11_minus20grader(11))]) 

%deltaT_0 = mean([(Nr11_0grader(2) - Nr11_0grader(3));(Nr11_0grader(6) - Nr11_0grader(7)); 
(Nr11_0grader(10)-Nr11_0grader(11))]); 

%deltaT_20 = mean([(Nr11_20grader(2) - Nr11_20grader(3));(Nr11_20grader(6) - Nr11_20grader(7)); 
(Nr11_20grader(10)-Nr11_20grader(11))]); 

  

deltaT_minus40 = mean((Nr11_minus40grader(6) - Nr11_minus40grader(7))); 

deltaT_minus20 = mean((Nr11_minus20grader(6) - Nr11_minus20grader(7))); 

deltaT_0 = mean((Nr11_0grader(6) - Nr11_0grader(7))); 

deltaT_20 = mean((Nr11_20grader(6) - Nr11_20grader(7))); 

  

  

% Plot delta T 

  

T_k = [-40 -20 0 20]; 

deltaT = [deltaT_minus40 deltaT_minus20 deltaT_0 deltaT_20]; 

  

figure 

plot(T_k, deltaT, 'b-o') 

  

title('T2-T3 Alu') 

xlabel('Climate temperature [{\circ}C]') 

ylabel('{\Delta}T [{\circ}C]') 

  

  

%% Thermal Contact Conductance 

  

k =                                      %Material specific Thermal conductivity [W/(m*K)] 

dx = 24.59e-3 - 3e-3;                              %Distance in the direction of heat flux [m]  

A = 130e-3*170e-3; 

  

% Heat flux 

  

dT_minus40 = mean([(Nr11_minus40grader(3) - Nr11_minus40grader(4)) (Nr11_minus40grader(7) - 
Nr11_minus40grader(8)) (Nr11_minus40grader(11)-
Nr11_minus40grader(12))]);                   %Temperature gradient (T1-T4) 

dT_minus20 = mean([(Nr11_minus20grader(3) - Nr11_minus20grader(4)) (Nr11_minus20grader(7) - 
Nr11_minus20grader(8)) (Nr11_minus20grader(11)-Nr11_minus20grader(12))]); 

dT_0 = mean([(Nr11_0grader(3) - Nr11_0grader(4)) (Nr11_0grader(7) - Nr11_0grader(8)) 
(Nr11_0grader(11)-Nr11_0grader(12))]); 

dT_20 = mean([(Nr11_20grader(3) - Nr11_20grader(4)) (Nr11_20grader(7) - Nr11_20grader(8)) 
(Nr11_20grader(11)-Nr11_20grader(12))]); 

  

qx_minus40 = k.*(dT_minus40./dx); 

qx_minus20 = k.*(dT_minus20./dx); 

qx_0 = k.*(dT_0./dx); 

qx_20 = k.*(dT_20./dx); 

  

% Delta Temp (T1-T2) 

  

T_k = [-40 -20 0 20]; 
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dT = [dT_minus40 dT_minus20 dT_0 dT_20]; 

  

  

  

figure 

plot(T_k,dT,'b-o') 

  

title('T3-T4 Alu') 

xlabel('Climate temperature [{\circ}C]') 

ylabel('dT [{\circ}C]') 

  

  

% Contact Conductance 

  

hc_minus40 = qx_minus40/deltaT_minus40 

hc_minus20 = qx_minus20/deltaT_minus20 

hc_0 = qx_0/deltaT_0 

hc_20 = qx_20/deltaT_20 

  

hc = [hc_minus40 hc_minus20 hc_0 hc_20] 

  

  

figure 

plot(T_k, hc, 'b-o') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Climate temperature [{\circ}C]') 

ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

  

  

  

 

 

 
Elastic Theory 
function [he_h1_M,he_h2_M,he_h3_M,he_h4_M,p_p] = MatserieE() 

%% TCC för elastic deformation 

  

% INPUT 

p = [0.2408e6 0.4817e6 0.7225e6 0.9634e6 1.2042e6 1.4049e6];                  %[Pa] kontakttryck 

R_a =      %[mym] ytfinhet 

m1 = 5*pi/180 

m2 = 7.5*pi/180 

m3 = 10*pi/180 

m4 = 13.18*pi/180 

k =  

E =   %[Pa] Modulus of Elasticity 
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sigma = sqrt(pi/2)*R_a; 

%% Mikic (1974) 

  

h1_M_e = 1.55*((k*m1/sigma).*(p*sqrt(2)/(E*m1)).^0.94) 

h2_M_e = 1.55*((k*m2/sigma).*(p*sqrt(2)/(E*m2)).^0.94) 

h3_M_e = 1.55*((k*m3/sigma).*(p*sqrt(2)/(E*m3)).^0.94) 

h4_M_e = 1.55*((k*m4/sigma).*(p*sqrt(2)/(E*m4)).^0.94) 

  

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

  

plot(p, h1_M_e, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_e [W/mK]') 

legend('m=5^{\circ}') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

  

plot(p, h2_M_e, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_e [W/mK]') 

legend('m=7,5^{\circ}') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

  

plot(p, h3_M_e, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_e [W/mK]') 

legend('m=10^{\circ}') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

  

plot(p, h4_M_e, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_e [W/mK]') 

legend('m=12,5^{\circ}') 
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Plastic Theory 
function [hp_h1_CMY,hp_h2_CMY,hp_h3_CMY,hp_h4_CMY,hp_h1_M,hp_h2_M,hp_h3_M,hp_h4_M,p_p] = MatserieP() 

%% TCC för plastisc deformation 

  

% INPUT 

p = [0.2408e6 0.4817e6 0.7225e6 0.9634e6 1.2042e6 1.4049e6];                  %[Pa] kontakttryck 

%p = [2e6 6.9e6 12.9e6 18.5e6 24.6e6]; 

R_a =                                                              %[mym] ytfinhet 

m1 = 5*pi/180 

m2 = 7.5*pi/180  

m3 = 10*pi/180 

m4 = 12.5*pi/180 

%ta = 13.18*(pi/180) 

k =                                      %Material specific Thermal conductivity [W/(m*K)] 

H_V =    %[] Vicker microhardness 

  

sigma = sqrt(pi/2)*R_a 

%sigma = 1.25*R_a 

%% CMY (1968) 

  

h1_CMY = 1.45*((k*m1/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.985) 

h1_CMY = 1.45*((k*m2/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.985) 

h3_CMY = 1.45*((k*m3/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.985) 

h4_CMY = 1.45*((k*m4/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.985) 

  

%% Mikic (1974) 

  

h1_M = 1.13*((k*m1/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.94) 

h2_M = 1.13*((k*m2/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.94) 

h3_M = 1.13*((k*m3/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.94) 

h4_M = 1.13*((k*m4/sigma).*(p./H_V).^0.94) 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

plot(p, h1_CMY, 'b-o') 

  

hold on 

  

plot(p, h1_M, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance - m=5^{\circ}') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_p [W/mK]') 

legend('CMY','Mikic') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 
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plot(p, h2_CMY, 'b-o') 

  

hold on 

  

plot(p, h2_M, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance - m=7,5^{\circ}') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_p [W/mK]') 

legend('CMY','Mikic') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

plot(p, h3_CMY, 'b-o') 

  

hold on 

  

plot(p, h3_M, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance - m=10^{\circ}') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_p [W/mK]') 

legend('CMY','Mikic') 

  

%% plot m1 

figure 

plot(p, h4_CMY, 'b-o') 

  

hold on 

  

plot(p, h4_M, 'm-x') 

  

title('Thermal Contact Conductance - m=12,5^{\circ}') 

xlabel('Pressure [Pa]') 

ylabel('h_p [W/mK]') 

legend('CMY','Mikic') 

 

Multi Plot Graphs #1-13 
[hc_nr1,x_nr1,deltaT_B2_nr1] = Matserie1(); 

[hc_nr2,x_nr2,deltaT_B2_nr2] = Matserie2(); 

[hc_nr3,x_nr3,deltaT_B2_nr3] = Matserie3(); 

[hc_nr4,x_nr4,deltaT_B2_nr4] = Matserie4(); 

[hc_nr5,x_nr5,deltaT_B2_nr5] = Matserie5(); 

[hc_nr6,x_nr6,deltaT_B2_nr6] = Matserie6(); 

[hc_nr7,x_nr7,deltaT_B2_nr7] = Matserie7(); 

[hc_20_nr8,hc_80_nr8,M_b_nr8,Nr8_20_T2,Nr8_80_T2,Nr8_20_T3,Nr8_80_T3] = Matserie8(); 

[hc_20_nr9,hc_80_nr9,M_b_nr9,Nr8_20_T2,Nr8_80_T2,Nr8_20_T3,Nr8_80_T3] = Matserie9(); 

[hc_20_nr10,hc_80_nr10,M_b_nr10,Nr10_20_T2,Nr10_80_T2,Nr10_20_T3,Nr10_80_T3] = Matserie10();  
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[hc_nr11,T_k_nr11] = Matserie11(); 

[hc_nr12,T_k_nr12] = Matserie12(); 

[hc_nr13,T_k_nr13] = Matserie13(); 

  

%% Plot h_c Mätserie #1-7 

  

plot(x_nr1,hc_nr1,'p-') 

hold on 

  

plot(x_nr2,hc_nr2,'m-+') 

hold on 

  

plot(x_nr3,hc_nr3,'c-*') 

hold on 

  

plot(x_nr4,hc_nr4,'r-x') 

hold on  

  

plot(x_nr5,hc_nr5,'g-.') 

hold on 

  

plot(x_nr6,hc_nr6,'b-^') 

hold on 

  

plot(x_nr7,hc_nr7,'k-') 

  

title('TCC @ 20{\circ}C - 100{\circ}C') 

xlabel('Heating Temperature {\circ}C') 

ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

legend('primer','lack','prime+silikon','primer+smack','primer+lack+silikon','primer+lack+smack') 

  

%% Plot h_c Mätserie #8-10 

[hc_20_nr8,hc_80_nr8,M_b_nr8] = Matserie8(); 

[hc_20_nr9,hc_80_nr9,M_b_nr9] = Matserie9(); 

[hc_20_nr10,hc_80_nr10,M_b_nr10] = Matserie10(); 

[hp_h1_CMY,hp_h2_CMY,hp_h3_CMY,hp_h4_CMY,hp_h1_M,hp_h2_M,hp_h3_M,hp_h4_M,p_p] = Matserie15(); 

  

p_20_nr8 = polyfit(M_b_nr8,hc_20_nr8,1); 

hc_fit_20_nr8 = polyval(p_20_nr8,M_b_nr8); 

p_80_nr8 = polyfit(M_b_nr8,hc_80_nr8,1); 

hc_fit_80_nr8 = polyval(p_80_nr8,M_b_nr8); 

  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_20_nr8,'b-o') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr9,hc_20_nr9,'m-+') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr10,hc_20_nr10,'g-*') 
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hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_80_nr8,'b-.') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr9,hc_80_nr9,'m-.') 

hold on  

  

plot(M_b_nr10,hc_80_nr10,'g-.') 

  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_fit_20_nr8,'k-o') 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_fit_80_nr8,'k-.') 

  

title('TCC @ 3Nm - 17,5Nm') 

xlabel('Torque [Nm]') 

ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

legend('alu-20','primer-20','lack-20','alu-80','primer-80','lack-80') 

  

figure  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_20_nr8) 

hold on 

  

plot(M_b_nr8,hc_80_nr8) 

hold on 

  

plot(hp_h1_CMY,M_b_nr8,hp_h2_CMY,M_b_nr8,hp_h3_CMY,M_b_nr8,hp_h4_CMY,M_b_nr8,hp_h1_M,M_b_nr8,hp_h2_M
,M_b_nr8,hp_h3_M,M_b_nr8,hp_h4_M,M_b_nr8) 

  

  

%% Plot h_c Mätserie #11-13 

[hc_nr11,T_k_nr11] = Matserie11(); 

[hc_nr12,T_k_nr12] = Matserie12(); 

[hc_nr13,T_k_nr13] = Matserie13(); 

  

plot(T_k_nr11,hc_nr11,'b-o') 

hold on 

  

plot(T_k_nr12,hc_nr12,'m-+') 

hold on 

  

plot(T_k_nr13,hc_nr13,'g-*') 

hold on 

  

title('TCC @ -40{\circ}C - 20{\circ}C') 

xlabel('Climate temperature [{\circ}C]') 

ylabel('h_c [W/mK]') 

legend('alu','primer','lack') 
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Propagation of uncertainty 
 
%% Uncertainty measurement #1 
k = 157.4937; 
  
% 20 degrees 
Tq_20=0.491051; 
deltaTq_20=0.1; 
  
T_20=0.090973; 
deltaT_20=0.1; 
  
%At 100 degrees 
Tq_100=3.797953; 
deltaTq_100=0.1; 
 
 
T_100=0.549615; 
deltaT_100=0.1; 
 
% x-direction 
  
x=0.02159; 
deltax=0.001; 
  
% Uncertainty   
  
DTq_20=deltaTq_20/Tq_20            %Temperature gradient 
DTq_100=deltaTq_100/Tq_100 
DT_20=deltaT_20/T_20               %Temperture over contact 
DT_100=deltaT_100/T_100 
Dx=deltax/x                        %Distance i x-direction 
  
  
% Total uncertainty in TCC 
  
deltaH_c_20=sqrt((DTq_20)^2+(DT_20)^2+(Dx)^2) 
deltaH_c_100=sqrt((DTq_100)^2+(DT_100)^2+(Dx)^2) 
  
  


